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Abstract 
We investigate the modularity behavior of termination and confluence properties of (join) 
conditional term rewriting systems. We give counterexamples howing that the properties weak 
termination, weak innermost termination and (strong) innermost termination are not preserved in 
general under signature extensions. Then we develop sufficient conditions for the preservation 
of these properties under signature extensions, and more generally, for their modularity in the 
disjoint union case. This leads to new criteria for modularity of termination and completeness 
generalizing known results for unconditional systems. Finally, combining our analysis with recent 
related results on the preservation of semi-completeness, we show how to cover the (non-disjoint) 
case of combined conditional rewrite systems with shared constructors too. 
1. Introduction, motivation and overview 
Starting with the seminal work of Toyama [31] the investigation of preservation 
properties of term rewriting systems (TRSs for short) under various forms of combi- 
nations has become a very interesting and active area of research. From a practical 
point of view this field has a great potential in applications of rewriting techniques 
since it provides the theoretical basis for a systematic construction of large systems 
of rewrite rules with some desired properties from smaller ones with corresponding 
properties. Conversely, it is also crucial for analyzing properties of large systems by 
decomposing them into smaller units where corresponding properties are often eas- 
ier to verify. From a theoretical point of view, the problems to be dealt with have 
turned out to be very fruitful, non-trivial and sometimes even challenging. Even for the 
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simplest conceivable case of combination mechanisms, namely that of disjoint unions, 
the analysis of rewriting in the combined system is quite involved. 
In [31] it was shown that confluence is indeed preserved under disjoint unions of 
(unconditional) TRSs whereas termination is not (cf. also [32]). This phenomenon 
was the starting point of a couple of investigations about how to obtain sufficient 
criteria for the preservation of termination, completeness (i.e. termination plus conflu- 
ence) and of other interesting properties of TRSs under disjoint combinations (cf. e.g. 
[30, 19,33,20, 14,7,8,25]). Non-disjoint unions of TRSs with common constructors 
have been considered e.g. in [23, 15,7,8,25,28]. More general hierarchical combi- 
nations of TRSs have recently been dealt with in [ 17,2, 18,8,6]. Some preservation 
results for (disjoint and non-disjoint, but non-hierarchical) combinations of conditional 
TRSs (CTRSs for short) finally have been obtained in [9,20-22,271. 
As shown in [33] (by a very involved proof), completeness is preserved under 
disjoint union of left-linear (unconditional) TRSs. Instead of left-linearity one may 
also require a stronger confluence property. More precisely, termination (and hence 
also completeness) is preserved under disjoint unions of non-overlapping TRSs as well 
as of locally confluent overlay systems [8]. The crucial point is that for such TRSs 
(strong) innermost termination implies already (strong) termination. Recently, we have 
been able to show that this latter property does indeed also hold for CTRSs [lo]. In 
the present paper we shall exploit this property and show how to obtain corresponding 
preservation results for disjoint and constructor-sharing unions of CTRSs. However, this 
generalization of [8] to the conditional case turned out to be pretty more complicated 
than expected, due to reasons which will be explained later on. 
Before going into details let us give a summary of our main results (for join CTRSs 
admitting extra variables in the conditions): 
l We give counterexamples showing that weak termination, weak innermost termina- 
tion and (strong) umermost termination are not preserved under signature extensions 
in general (cf. Example 21 which contradicts Theorem 5.2 in [22]) whereas (strong) 
termination is indeed preserved under signature extensions (cf. Lemma 29). 
l We give abstract sufbcient conditions for the preservation of weak termination, weak 
innermost termination and (strong) innermost termination under signature exten- 
sions and more generally, for their modularity (cf. Theorem 31, Lemmas 32-39). 
In particular we show that these restricted termination properties are modular for 
confluent CTRSs and for CTRSs without extra variables (cf. Theorem 40). 
l We show that (strong) termination and completeness are modular properties for non- 
overlapping CTRSs as well as for conditional overlay systems with joinable critical 
pairs (cf. Theorems 45, 46). 
l We show how to extend these modularity results to the (non-disjoint) case of com- 
bined CTRSs with shared constructors by combining our analysis with recent results 
of [28] (cf. Theorems 62, 66669). 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we shall introduce 
some necessary terminology. Then, in Section 3, we shall summarize the results of 
[8, lo] on restricted and general termination and confluence properties of (C)TRSs. 
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In the main Section 4, we shall develop a couple of new preservation results for 
termination and confluence properties of CTRSs in the disjoint union case. In Section 
5 we show how to extend these results to combined CTRSs with shared constructors. 
Finally, we summarize known and new results and discuss some open problems and 
related work. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume familiarity with the basic theory for term rewriting (cf. e.g. [3, 121). For 
brevity we shall make use of the following abbreviations (cf. e.g. [8, 121) which apply 
to TRSs (and, if sensible, also to terms; in this case we shall also use notations like 
WN(s, 9) in order to indicate the respective rewrite system 9): SN (strongly) terminat- 
ing (strongly normalizing), WN weakly terminating (weakly normalizing), WIN weakly 
innermost terminating (weakly innermost normalizing), SIN (strongly) innermost ter- 
minating (strongly innermost normalizing), JCP (all) critical pairs are joinable, CR 
confluent (or equivalently, having the Church-Rosser property), WCR locally conflu- 
ent, NE non-erasing (or variable-preserving), NO non-overlapping, OS overlay system, 
NF set of normal forms. Completeness (COMP) means termination plus confluence, 
semi-completeness stands for weak termination plus confluence. Innermost reduction 
steps s--+ t are denoted by stt. We recall that sft. means that s reduces (rewrites) to 
t by contracting some redex in s all proper subterms of which are irreducible. In order 
to indicate the position p of the contracted redex in s + t, the applied rule 1 + r and 
the matching substitution CT we shall also use the notation s +p,a,l+r t. If p = A (the 
root position) then we speak of a root reduction step. The domain of a substitution 0 
is given by dam(a) = {x E V 1 CT(X) # x}. The identity substitution is denoted by id. 
2.1. Basic notions and notations for disjoint unions 
We adopt usual basic notions and notations for disjoint unions of rewrite systems as 
described e.g. in [20,22,31], but repeat some conventions here for the sake of read- 
ability. When considering a disjoint union 99 = ~87~ @ Wp we say that a71 (L%$~ ) 
is the black (white) system. Symbols from 91 (p-2) are black (white). Variables have 
no colour. A black (white) term does not contain white (black) symbols. A term is 
top black (top white) if its top symbol is black (white). The special subterms (or 
aliens), principal subterms and the rank of terms in Y-(9”, 9’) are defined as usual. 
If in a reduction step s +%.v t the contracted redex is inside some principal alien 
of s, we speak of an inner step and write s A9p t. Otherwise, it is an outer step, 
which is denoted by s z,~ t. If s is a term with rank(s) > 1 then it has the form 
s = C[Si,..., snl where the s;, 1 <i <n, are the principal aliens of s and C[, . . . ,] is 
a context, i.e. a term with ‘holes’ (represented by some fresh constant 0). By C[lp 
we mean a context with one occurrence of q at position p. Similarly (but slightly 
abusing notation), if n is some set of mutually disjoint positions of C[, . . . ,] then 
C[]n denotes a context with q at all positions from ZZ. A non-empty context is a 
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context different from q . For terms ~1,.  . ,s,, tl,. . . , tn we write (~1,. . ,s,) 0: (tl,. . . , tn) 
if ti = tj whenever si = Sj, for all 1 <i, j<n. If both (~1,. . ,sn) cc (tl,. . . ,t,) and 
(h,..., fn) 0; (81 , . . . ,s,) hold, this is denoted by (si,. . . ,,sn)co(tl,. . . , tn). This notion as 
well as those of being black (white), top black (top white) extend in a straightforward 
way to substitutions. Following [20,22] we introduce some special notations in order 
to enable a compact treatment of ‘degenerate’ cases of ‘t = C[tl,. . ., t,J’. First the 
notion of context is extended. We write C(, . . . , ) for a term containing zero or more 
occurrences of q and C{, . . . , } denotes a term different from q itself, containing zero or 
more occurrences of 0. If t 1,. . . , tn are the (possibly zero) principal subterms of some 
term t (from left to right), then we write t = C {{ tl,. . . , tn}} provided t = C{t,, . . . , tn}. 
We write t = C (( tl,. . . , tn)) if t = C(tl,. . . , tn) and either C(, . . . ,) # q and tl,. . . , tn 
are the principal subterms of t, or C(, . . . ,) = q and t E {tl,. . . , t,,}. 
2.2. Conditional term rewriting systems 
Moreover, we need some basic terminology about conditional term rewriting systems 
(CTRSs) (cf. e.g. [3,12,22]). 
Definition 1. A CTRS is a pair (P,L%) consisting of a signature F and a set 9 of 
conditional rewrite rules of the form 
Sl = t1 A ... Asn=tn * 1-r 
with s1 ,...,&l,t1 , . . . , tn, 1, r E F(F, V). Moreover, we require 1 $ Y and V(r) G V(Z) 
as for unconditional TRSs, i.e. no variable on the left-hand sides and no extra variables 
on the right-hand side. Extra variables in conditions are allowed if not stated otherwise. 
If the condition is empty, i.e. n = 0, we simply write I + r. Instead of (9,9) we 
also write Ws or simply $8 when 9 is clear from the context or irrelevant. If 99 has 
no extra variables (in the conditions) this is denoted by NEV(W). 
Depending on the interpretation of the equality sign in the conditions of rewrite rules, 
different reduction relations may be associated with a given CTRS as usual (yielding 
a join, normal or semi-equational CTRS). 
Definition 2. 
l In a join CTRS W the equality sign in the conditions of rewrite rules is interpreted 
as joinability. Formally this means: s -3 t if there exists a rewrite rule si = 
t1 il..- A s, = t,, + 1 + r E 92, a substitution G and a context C[ ] such that 
s = C[al], t = C[cTr] and (TS~ 19 ot; for all i E { 1,. . . ,n}. For rewrite rules of a join 
CTRS we shall also use the notation si J tl A . . . A s, 1 tn =S 1 -+ r . 
l Semi-equational CTRSs are obtained by interpreting the equality sign in the condi- 
tions as convertibility, i.e. as ts*. 
l Normal CTRSs have rules of the form si +* tl A . . . A s, +* t,, + 1 + r such 
that all ti’s are ground terms which are irreducible w.r.t. the unconditional version 
of the CTRS W considered (which is obtained from a by removing all conditions). 
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Definition 3. The reduction relation corresponding to a given (join, semi-equational or 
normal) CTRS 9 can also be inductively defined as follows (o denotes 1, ++* or +*, 
respectively): 
9% = 0, 
%+I = (01 + m-1 SlDtl A...A S,Ot, * 1 -+ r E iA?,OSjO~,~tj 
forj = l,...,n}, 
s -+g t :H s +g, t for some i>O, i.e. +g= U +ge, . 
i20 
Note in particular that all unconditional rules of 92 are contained in ,921 (because the 
empty conditions are vacuously satisfied) as well as all conditional rules with trivial 
conditions only, i.e. conditions of the form SOS. In fact, rules of the latter class can 
be considered to be essentially unconditional. 
Definition 4. If s -+D t then the depth of s -‘w t is defined to be the minimal n with 
s --+a. t. If s -& t then the depth of s -j, t is defined to be the minimal n with 
S+; n t. Ifs Lg t, then its depth is the minimal n with s Jgn t. If the depth of s 4,; t 
is less than or equal to n we denote this by s Li t. 
In this paper we shall mainly deal with join CTRSs which-from a practical and 
operational point of view-is the most important type of CTRSs. Hence, if not stated 
otherwise, we shall tacitly assume in the sequel that all considered CTRSs are join 
ones. 
For the sake of readability we shall use in the following some compact notations for 
conditional rules and conjunctions of conditions. When writing P =+ 1 + r for some 
conditional rewrite rule then P stands for the conjunction of all conditions. Similarly, 
if P is sr 1 tl A ... A s, I tn and 0 is a substitution, then a(P) 1 means (I 1.g 
o(t,) A ... A 4&t) L2 dtn). 
Definition 5. Let 92 be a CTRS, and let PI =+ 11 + r1 and P2 + 12 -+ r2 be 
two rewrite rules of 9 which have no variables in common (of course, this variable 
disjointness can always be achieved by appropriately renaming rules). Suppose I1 = 
C[t], with t $2 V for some (possibly empty) context C[lP such that t and 12 are 
unifiable with most general unifier 0. Then a(P1) A a(P2) + (o(C[rz]) = a(q)) is 
said to be a (conditional) critical pair of 92. If the two rules are renamed versions of the 
same rule of 8, we do not consider the case C[ ] = q , i.e. we do not overlap a rule with 
itself at root position (since this gives only rise to improper (conditional) divergences). 
A (conditional) critical pair P =S (s = t) is said to be joinable if cr.(s) 19 o(t) for 
every substitution (T with o(P) I. A substitution o which satisfies the conditions, i.e. 
for which o(P) J, holds, is said to be feasible. Otherwise, CJ is infeasible. Analogously, 
a (conditional) critical pair is said to be feasible (infeasible) if there exists some (no) 
feasible substitution for it. 
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Note that testing joinability of conditional critical pairs is in general much more 
difficult than in the unconditional case since one has to consider all substitutions which 
satisfy the correspondingly instantiated conditions. Moreover, the critical pair lemma 
does not hold for CTRSs in general as shown e.g. by the following example. 
Example 6 (Bergstra and Klop [l]). Consider the CTRS 
Here we get f(b) -+ a due to b L f(b) and hence f(f(b)) -+ f(a). We also have 
f(f(b)) -+ a because of f(b) J, f(f(b)). But a and f(a) do not have a common 
reduct which is easily shown. Thus 93 is not locally confluent despite the lack of critical 
pairs. Note, moreover, that W is even orthogonal when considered as unconditional 
TRS, i.e. when omitting the condition in the first rule. 
Definition 7 (cjY Bergstra and Klop [I] and Klop [12]). Let 9 be a CTRS and let 
9” be its unconditional version, i.e. 99, := {Z-r/P + Z+rEW}.Then9issaid 
to be non-overlapping (NO) / orthogonal I a (conditional) overlay system (OS) if W, 
is non-overlapping / orthogonal / an (unconditional) overlay system. 
According to this definition, Example 6 above shows that orthogonal CTRSs need 
not be confluent. But note that the CTRS 93 defined in Example 6 is not (strongly) 
innermost terminating. This indicates that there might be some hope for generalizing 
(some of) our results for the unconditional case to the conditional one, in particular 
those involving the (strong) innermost termination property. 
Remark 8. The careful reader may have observed that the definition of being 
non-overlapping above is somehow rather restrictive. Namely, the case that there 
exist conditional critical pairs all of which are infeasible (and hence should not be 
‘properly critical’) is not covered. Analogously, for a CTRS to be an overlay system 
one might allow critical pairs which are not overlays but require that all of them are 
infeasible, hence not ‘properly critical’). These slightly generalized semantic versions 
of the properties of being non-overlapping and being an overlay system are treated in 
Section 4.4. 
The other basic notions for unconditional TRSs introduced above generalize in a 
straightforward manner to CTRSs. 
In general, conditional rewriting is much more complicated than unconditional rewrit- 
ing. For instance, the rewrite relation may be undecidable even for complete CTRSs 
without extra variables in the conditions (cf. [l 11). For some positive results see e.g. 
[51. 
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3. Restricted termination and confluence properties of conditional term rewriting 
systems 
Here we shall summarize some known and recently obtained new results on restricted 
termination and confluence properties of unconditional and conditional TRSs. 
Theorem 9 (cf. e.g. Klop [12], O’Donnell [24] and Rosen [29]). Let 9 be an orthog- 
onal, i.e., non-overlapping and left-linear (unconditional) TRS. Then W is confluent, 
and the following properties hold 
(la) Vt : [WIN(t) * SIN(t)]. 
(lb) WIN(B) + SIN(_%). 
(2a) \Jt : [SIN(t) + SN(t)]. 
(2b) SIN(B) + SN(.4Q. 
(3) Vs,t : [syASN(t) + SN(s)]. 
(4a) NE(W) + [Vt : [ WN(t) + SN(t)]]. 
(4b) NE(g) + [WN(%) + SN(B)]. 
For CTRSs the following technical result, which is a stronger local version of a 
result from [4], is crucial in order to obtain analogous relations between restricted and 
general termination and confluence properties of CTRSs. 
Theorem 10 (Gramlich [lo]). Let B be a CTRS with OS(a) and JCP(L%) and let s 
be a term with SN(s). Furthermore let C[]n be a context, and t, u, v be terms. Then 
we have 
U=C[s]n-+*vAs+*t =+ C[t]nlv. 
Straightforward consequences of (the proof of) Theorem 10 are the following. 
Lemma 11 (Gramlich [lo]). Let 9 be a CTRS with OS(W) and JCP(W), and let 
s, t be terms with s +p,a,pjt+r t. Furthermore let o’ be given with o +* o’, i.e. 
o(x) --)* a’(x) for ah x E dam(o), such that SN(o(x)) holds for all x E dam(a). 
Then we have: s = C[a(l)lp -+* C[a’(Z)], +p,af,pJt_r C[a’(r)], (due to a’(P) 1) 
and t = C[a(r)lP -+* C[f~‘(r)]~ for some context C[lP. 
Corollary 12 (Gramlich [lo]). Let 93 be a CTRS with OS(W) and JCP(W), and let 
s be a term with SN(s). Then we have CR(s) and hence also COMP(s). 
The termination assumption concerning s in this result is crucial as demonstrated by 
the following example. 
Example 13 (Example 6 continued). Here 
B, = 
{ 
x 1 f(x) =+ f(x) --) a 
b --f f(b) 
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clearly is an overlay system with joinable critical pairs (it is even non-overlapping). 
Moreover, we have f(f(b)) + a and f(f(b)) -+ f(a) but not a 1 f(a). Obviously, 
SN(f(f(b))) does not hold due to the presence of the rule b + f(b) in 9’. Note 
that f(f(b)) is not even (strongly) innermost terminating (SIN(f(f(b)))) and also 
not weakly innermost terminating (WIN(f(f(b)))). 
Under the stronger assumption of global termination we get from Corollary 12 the 
following known critical pair criterion for confluence of conditional overlay systems. 
Theorem 14 (Dershowitz et al. [4]). A terminating CTRS which is an overlay system 
such that all its conditional critical pairs are joinable is confluent, hence complete. 
Concerning termination properties of CTRSs we have obtained the following results 
which generalize Theorem 9 to the conditional case and, moreover, do not require 
left-linearity. 
Theorem 15 (Gramlich [lo]). Let 5%’ be a non-overlapping CTRS. Then the following 
properties hold 
(la) Qt : [WIN(t) + SIN(t)]. 
(lb) WIN(g) +- SIN(g). 
(2a) Qt : [SIN(t) + SN(t)]. 
(2b) SIN(W) + SN(&?). 
(3) Qs,t : [sttASN(t) =+ SN(s)]. 
(4a) NE(%) + [Vt : [ WN(t) =+ SN(t)]]. 
(4b) NE(B) + [WN(L%) + SN(B)]. 
Moreover, it is possible to generalize Theorem 15(2) by allowing root overlaps but 
guaranteeing joinability of critical pairs. 
Theorem 16 (Gramlich [lo]). For any CTRS W we have 
(a) OS(L?X) A JCP(B) A SIN(g) + SN(FA?) A CR(W), and 
(b) OS(s) A JCP(W) + [ Qs : [SIN(s) + SN(s) A CR(s)]], 
i.e. any (strongly) innermost erminating overlay system with joinable critical pairs is 
terminating and con@ent, hence complete (part (a)), which also holds in the stronger 
local version (b). 
Theorem 16 states that any (strongly) innermost terminating (conditional) overlay 
system with joinable critical pairs is (strongly) terminating and confluent, hence com- 
plete, which even holds in a stronger local version. In other words, for (conditional) 
overlay systems it suffices to verify (strong) innermost termination and joinability of 
all critical pairs in order to infer general termination and confluence, i.e. completeness. 
The non-triviality of this result is obvious taking into account the fact that for CTRSs 
the critical pair lemma does not hold in general and almost all known sufficient cri- 
teria for confluence presume even stronger properties than termination plus joinability 
of (conditional) critical pairs. 
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4. Modularity results for disjoint unions of CTRSs 
In this section, after a brief general discussion, we shall investigate in Section 4.1 
the preservation behavior of the properties termination (SN), weak termination (WN), 
(strong) innermost termination (SIN), weak innermost termination (WIN) under sig- 
nature extensions. Modularity w.r.t. disjoint unions of WN, WIN, SIN is treated in 
Section 4.2. These results will be used to establish modularity criteria w.r.t. disjoint 
unions for termination (SN) and completeness (SN A CR) in Section 4.3. Finally we 
consider various extensions (of obtained results) and counterexamples in Section 4.4. 
Modular properties of (C)TRSs, i.e. properties which are preserved under disjoint 
unions, have attracted an increasing attention within the last few years. Two (C)TRSs 
PZi and 9~ over signatures %i and %;2, respectively, are said to be disjoint if %i and 
%2 are disjoint, i.e. %i f~ %2 = 0 (in that case the rule sets of 9, and 682 are also 
necessarily disjoint). The (disjoint) union of two disjoint (C)TRSs .9i, 92 is denoted 
by Bi@92. We shall also speak of the disjoint union of 91 and 95 using the implicit 
convention that Bi and 92 are assumed to be disjoint (C)TRSs. Formally, a property 
P of (C)TRSs is said to be modular if the following holds for all disjoint (C)TRSs 
91, .&?2: 9?i $ B2 has property P if and only if both Wt and 92 have property P. 
Toyama [31] has shown that confluence is modular (for TRSs). The termination 
property, however, is in general not modular for TRSs (cf. [31,32]) as witnessed by 
the following famous counterexample of [31]: 
Example 17. Consider the disjoint TRSs 
9?i = { f(a,b,x)-+f(x,x,x)} and 92 = $‘~~~~}. 
1 ’ 
Clearly, both 91 and 92 are terminating, but 9?i 6992 admits e.g. the following infinite 
derivation: 
f(a, b, G(a, b)) -‘SC f(G(a, b), G(a, b), G(a, b)) 
+a ./-(a, G(a, b), G(a, b)) 
+_s f(a, b, G(a, b)) 
When investigating the modularity behavior of CTRSs the situation is much more 
complicated than for (unconditional) TRSs. For instance, as exhibited in [20], the 
fundamental decomposition property of TRSs 
does not hold any more. This is due to the fact that when a rule of one of the systems 
is applied, rules of the other system may be needed in order to satisfy the conditions. 
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Nevertheless, confluence has turned out to be a modular property of CTRSs too, as 
shown by Middeldorp. 
Theorem 18 (Middeldorp [20,22]). ConJluence is a modular property of CTRSs. 
The more interesting direction of this modularity result for CTRSs, namely, that 
confluence of disjoint CTRSs 91, 92 implies confluence of g, @ Wz is proved in [22] 
by a non-trivial reduction to the corresponding result for the unconditional case. The 
other direction is trivial for CTRSs without extra variables but less trivial otherwise 
(see Lemma 43 below). 
For some sufficient conditions for modularity of termination of CTRSs we refer 
to [9,2&22,28]. Here we shall concentrate on CTRSs satisfying some structural re- 
strictions. In [8] we have proved that any (strongly) innermost erminating, locally 
confluent (unconditional) overlay system is terminating, and hence confluent and com- 
plete. Moreover-by exploiting the fact that (strong) innermost ermination is modular 
(for TRSs) in contrast o the non-modularity of (strong) termination-we have shown 
there how to derive from this result new modularity results and simplified proofs of 
known ones. Here we would also like to follow the same line of reasoning-exploiting 
Theorems 15 and 16-in order to obtain derived modularity results for CTRSs. But 
again the situation is much more complicated for CTRSs than for TRSs since neither 
weak termination, nor weak innermost termination or strong innermost termination are 
modular in general for CTRSs. This can be seen e.g. from the next example. 
Example 19 (cJ: Middeldorp [22] for similar examples). Consider the CTRSs .@Fl, 
$?q : 
&?l={xJ,bAx~c + a-+a} and 
over %I = {a, b, c} and %2 = {G,A}, respectively. Here, we have a -+ye,@~, a by 
applying the al-rule (x is substituted by G(b, c)), but neither a +s, a nor a -+gl a. 
Hence, a is an Wi-normal form (for i = 1,2) but not a normal form w.r.t. 91 $ W2. 
Obviously, both W1 and &‘2 are strongly (hence also weakly and innermost) terminating 
but their disjoint union is not. For instance, a +91B~2 a +w,eg2 a -+4p, @a2 . . . is an 
infinite innermost derivation, and a does not have a normal from w.r.t. (91 $92). 
4.1. Preservation behavior under signature extensions 
From the observation in Example 19 above one might be tempted to conjecture (as it 
is done in [22]) that the preservation of normal forms, defined by (with % = %I W%Z, 
a~=q’@w~) 
NFP(W,, 9,) : NF(,Y@) = NF(Wy) fl NF(Wr) , 
where NF(.@?) = {s E Y(%, V) ( s irreducible w.r.t. BP”), should be a sufficient con- 
dition for the modularity of weak termination. But this is also not true in general, thus 
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contradicting Theorem 5.2 in [22] (cf. also [20, Theorem 4.3.201) the proof of which 
implicitly relies on the incorrect assumption WN(.%~’ ) ti WN(9y’“F2). The situation 
is even worse, since- surprisingly-it may happen that a weakly terminating CTRS may 
become not weakly terminating under the disjoint union with another ‘empty’ CTRS, 
i.e. simply by extending the signature without adding new rules. 
Example 20. Consider the CTRSs %?yl, B?p given by 
S(S(VJ)>X) -+ c 
c+a 
over Fi = {g, a, b, c} and 992 = 0 over 9-2 = {G} (with G unary). It is straightforward 
to verify that 97’ is weakly terminating. The only potential reason for non-existence of 
a normal form of some given term from F(8i, Y’) is the first Wi-rule. But whenever 
this rule is applicable another rule is also applicable, which may be preferred (note 
that without the first rule the system Wi is even strongly terminating). Now consider 
the combined system L%?* = 9~?7’“{~1 and the term g(G(a), G(b)). In WF we get the 
following cyclic derivation: 
g(G(a), G(b)) -+w~ g(G(a), G(b)) -+wp g(G(a), G(b)) --+s~ . . 
by applying the first rule (which is indeed applicable since instantiating the extra 
variable z by G(c) we easily obtain G(a) 1%~ G(c) and G(c) 1%~ G(b) as desired). 
Note, moreover, that there is no other way of reducing g(G(a), G(b)) (all its proper 
subterms are in normal form w.r.t. PA?, 
Hence, 9%? = 9%?~“{G) 
and the second rule is clearly not applicable). 
is not weakly terminating. 
Note, that Example 20 also shows that WIN, the weak innermost termination prop- 
erty, need not be preserved under signature extensions (since we have WIN(9~l) but 
not WIN(f(G(a), G(b)), fl’“F2), hence not WIN(Wy’lyF2). 
By slightly modifying Example 20 we can also show that SIN is not preserved under 
signature extensions in general. 
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Example 21. Consider the CTRSs 9I?T’, 927 given by 
‘.xJzAzJy =+ fM4 Y>> + f(&Y Y)) 
g(x,x) -+ x 
g(x,a> + c 
gkb) --f c 
&f(Y)) -+ c 
dX>dYJ)) -+ c 
s(a,x> -+ c 
g(b) -+ c 
df(Y)>x) -+ c 
ddYJ>,X) --+ c 
c+a 
c-+b 
over Fi = {f,g,a, b,c} and 92 = 0 over 9~ = {G} (with G unary). It is straight- 
forward to verify that W, Fc, is weakly terminating, weakly innermost terminating and 
even strongly innermost terminating. The crucial point is that any arbitrary infinite 
,!ZF’- derivation must contain rewrite steps using the first rule. But whenever this rule 
is applicable, the contracted redex cannot be innermost, since some proper subterm 
must then be reducible by the remaining rules which constitute a (strongly) terminat- 
ing CTRS. Nevertheless, in the extended system 9” = 9J!~‘wtG’ we get the cyclic 
(hence infinite) innermost &?-derivation: 
f(s(G(a), G(b)))tw4(s(G(4, G(b)))+4(s(G(4, G(b)))tses . ’ . 
by applying the first rule (instantiating the extra variable z by G(c)). Note, moreover, 
that there is no other way of reducing f(g(G(u), G(b))) (all its proper subterms are in 
normal form w.r.t. Ws, and the second rule is clearly not applicable). Hence, 9? = 
W&w’(ol 
1 is neither strongly innermost terminating nor weakly innermost terminating 
nor weakly terminating. 
By a thorough analysis of abstraction and innermost reduction properties which al- 
low to project reduction sequences on mixed terms to certain reduction sequences on 
pure terms we shall show below how the monotonicity of WN, WIN and SIN under 
signature extensions can be restored. More generally, we also develop sufficient criteria 
for the modularity of these properties. This analysis relies heavily on some very useful 
terminology and technical results from [22]. 
Lemma 22 (cf. Middeldorp [22, Proposition 2.231). Let .B?Fl, 9?? be disjoint CTRSs. 
Then every substitution o can be decomposed into 02oai such that al is black (white), 
a2 is top white (top black), and a2 K E. 
Definition 23 (I$ Middeldorp [22, Dejinition 3.21). Let %‘f’, %!p be disjoint CTRSs 
with W = %!i @ 92. Then the rewrite relation -+i is defined as follows: s -+i t if there 
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exists a rule st 1 ttA...As, 1 tn * I + r in 91, a context C[ ] and a substitution 
u such that s = C[o(l)], t = C[a(r)] and rr(si) 17 C(ti) for i = 1,. ..,rz, where 
o(si) Jp o(tl ) means that si and ti are joinable using only $1 -reduction steps. The 
relation 42 is defined analogously. The union of + 1 and 42 is denoted by +t,2. 
Lemma 24 (cf. Middeldorp [22, Prop. 3.51; ‘injective abstraction’ is possible for 
AI-steps). Let .B?,, 92 be disjoint CTRSs, s, t be black terms and rs be a top white 
substitution with a(s) $1 a(t). Then, for any substitution z with a 0; r, we have 
z(s) 3, z(t). 
Note that this result implies in particular that a step a(s) $1 a(t) on mixed terms can 
be injectively abstracted into a ‘pure’ step r(s) -SW, z(t) by injectively replacing the 
maximal top white aliens of a(s) and a(t) by fresh variables. One may wonder whether 
such an injective abstraction is also possible for an arbitrary outer step a(s)$g,a(t), 
where for verifying the conditions of applied 9t-rules also inner %!I-steps are allowed. 
This is not the case as shown next. 
Example 25. Consider the CTRSs 9?F1, L&t? given by 
<s* = C XlY * 
over 91 = {f,a,b} and 92 = 0 over 92 = {G} (with G unary). Here we have 
f(G(a),G(b))%,G(a) (due to G(a) la, G(b)), but not f(G(a), G(b)) $1 G(a) 
since for satisfying G(a) la, G(b) we need an inner %!I-step. Note that after injective 
abstraction of s = f(G(a), G(b)) and t = G(a) into f(x, y) and x, respectively, the 
reduction f(x, y) -+a, x is not possible any more. 
The above example somehow suggests that by forbidding the possibility of inner 
reduction steps injective abstraction of reduction steps might still be possible. But even 
if all maximal top white aliens are irreducible, this is not possible in general. 
Example 26. Consider the CTRSs 9F1, &p given by 
XlZAZlY * f(4Y) -+x 
92, = c-a 
c-b 
with 9-1 = {f,a,b,c}, 92 = 0, F 2 = {G} (with G unary). Here all proper sub- 
terms of f(G(a),G(b)) are (9?‘“-) irreducible and f(G(a),G(b))$g,G(a) but not 
f(G(a),G(b)) $1 G(a) since for satisfying G(a) I%, z A z 13, G(b) we have to 
instantiate the extra variable z in the condition of the first rule by a mixed term of 
the form G(u), e.g. G(c), and to use inner 9?t-steps for establishing G(a) 19, G(u), 
G(u) la, G(b). Note again that after injective abstraction of s = f(G(a), G(b)) and 
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t = G(a) into f(x, y) and x, respectively, the reduction f(~, y) -+w, x is not possible 
any more. 
Whereas in the above examples an injective abstraction of certain reduction steps on 
mixed terms to a corresponding reduction step on pure terms is not possible, a non- 
injective ‘identifying’ one, which replaces all maximal top white aliens by the same 
fresh variable, is indeed possible. This is shown next. 
Lemma 27 (‘Identifying abstraction’ is always possible). Let %Yyl, Wf2 be disjoint 
CTRSs, s and t be black terms, a be a top white substitution, and ii be dejined 
by Z(x) := z for all x E dam(a) where z is a ‘fresh’ variable, i.e. not occurring in s. 
Then we have 
(a) a(s)-%w,a(t) + ii(s)$g,ij(t) , and 
(b) a(s)Ag,a(t) + Z(s) = i?(t). 
Proof. (b) is trivially satisfied by definition of A and of a. We show (a) by induction 
on n, the depth of rewriting (using the same proof structure as for [22, Proposition 
3.51, see Lemma 24 above). In the base case, i.e. for n d 1, (a) is trivially satisfied. 
For the induction step, assume a(s):%, a(t) is of depth n + 1. Hence we have a(s) = 
C[~(l)]5~4~,C[p(r)] for some context C[], some substitution p and some rule st J. 
t1 A. * * A s, 1 tn * I + Y from Bi such that p(si) 19, p(ti) for i = 1,. . .,m with 
depth less than or equal to n (note that p may also instantiate extra variables in the 
conditions of the applied Wi-rule). Lemma 22 yields a decomposition pi op2 of p such 
that pi is black, pz top white and p2 0: id. We observe that whenever pz(ui) -9, u2 
for some black term ut, then there is some black term us with 242 = p2(~3). Hence, for 
any i, 1 Qidm, the conversion p(si) LB, p(ti) has the form pz(ui,i) -SW, p2(ui,2) -9, 
’ ’ ’ --‘Se, P2(%,kr) = PZ(ui,l,) +97j ’ ’ ’ +.%+l P2(&,2) +B, p2(vi,I) (with ui,l = PI(SI), 
Vi,1 = pl(tl)) for black terms ui,i, . . . ,ui,k,, Vi,1 ,..., VI,. Thus, by using the induction 
hypothesis and (b) for any single step in pz(pi(si)) Jg, pz(pl(ti)) it is straightforward 
to show p^;(pi(si)) &a, pz(pl(ti)) by an additional induction on the length of the 
conversion /l2(pl(Si)) -/g, pz(pl(ti)), for i = 1,. . . ,m. 0 
A straightforward consequence of this ‘identifying abstraction’ lemma is the fact that 
for rewriting some black term with a black CTRS, considered as CTRS (with the same 
set of rules) over an extended black-white signature, it is not necessary to instantiate 
extra variables in the conditions of the (black) rules with non-black terms. 
Corollary 28. Let Ws be a CTRS, F be a signature with 9 C: F-I, and s E S(F, Y). 
Then we have s --+ws~ t + s +%F t. 
Subsequently, we shall sometimes tacitly make use of this basic property. 
Using Lemma 27 we are now able to show that at least termination (SN) is preserved 
under signature extensions. 
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Lemma 29. Let 64?!” be a CTRS and %’ be a signature with % cl %‘. Then the 
following holds: SN(BF) H SN(W@). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that SN(.3?) + SN(W@). Hence assuming SN(#), 
we prove SN(s) for all s E S(%‘, V) by induction on n = rank(s) (note that we may 
consider here 9?’ as disjoint union ~37~ @ 3?? with .5@!yl = WY, .5@2 = 0 and 
%2 = %’ \ %). For rank(s) = 1 we get SN(s) by assumption and Corollary 28. Let 
rank(s) > 1. If the root symbol of s is a new one, i.e. from (%’ \ %), then SN(s) 
follows by induction hypothesis, since rewrite steps in the top layer of s are impossible. 
If root(s) E % then-again by induction hypothesis and the fact that (%’ \ %)-layers 
cannot collapse-any infinite 9? @-derivation starting with s would have to contain in- 
finitely many outer 9P@ -steps. But then identifying abstraction using Lemma 27 would 
yield an infinite .9?9-derivation contradicting the assumption SN(.G&?). 0 
In order to present sufficient criteria for the preservation of restricted termination 
properties under signature extensions and - more generally - under disjoint unions, we 
will introduce now some more notations, in particular for certain innermost reductions 
steps. 
Definition 30. Let WyI, BP be disjoint CTRSs and 9’” = 37’ @ ,GZJ!~ = 
(%I M ?&)Y1”9z be their disjoint union. If (for s E %(%,Y)) s -+gg t by ap- 
plying some 9i-rule (where for satisfying the conditions also &?2-rules are allowed) 
we denote this by s +9~,9~ t or simply s -+gl/g t. Furthermore, for j = 1,2 we 
define the innermost reduction properties IRPi(9j,9?), IRP2(9?j,9?) and IRI’s(9?j,9) 
by 
IRP1(9j,9) 1 VS E F(%,Y) 1 S + g,t * S + jt, 
i i 
IlW2(9?j,L%) 1 VS E CT-(%, V) : S + .%,/St * 3t’ E F(%;, V) 1 S 7 9,/f’ 
i 
IRPs(9?j,9?) 1 VS E cT(%;, V) : S + ,@,,/Wt + S 4 2, t 
i i 
We observe that the notations used here for innermost reduction are slightly ambigu- 
ous (for the sake of readability). When writing sfs,/gt, ~79, t or s fit, we always 
mean that the contracted subterm is an innermost redex of s w.r.t. -t,g (then it is also 
an innermost redex of s w.r.t. -‘%,/a, ---+g, or +j, respectively, since -+9,/B, -+g, and 
+j are subsets of 4~). 
Note that IRPi enables injective abstraction (via Lemma 24) which will be useful for 
establishing preservation results under signature extensions. Combined with IRPp or the 
stronger property IRPs it will turn out to capture the essence for obtaining modularity 
results later on. 
Using the first innermost reduction property IRF’i defined above we obtain a sufficient 
criterion for the preservation of WN, WIN and SIN under signature extensions as 
follows. 
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Theorem 31. Let WFl, 9$?? be disjoint CTRSs with 92 = 0 (and 92$” = 
WY1 @ 92p = Wj$’ ““‘) such that IRPi ( WTl ,.%!y) holds. Then we have the following 
equivalences: 
(a) WN(&&?yl) @ WN(9S?~1u92). 
(b) WIN(9~1) G+ WIN(%‘~‘us’). 
(c) SrN(&?~‘) @ srN(wF’u9’). 
Proof. Let 3Rj”‘, L&Y??, $9’” be given as above satisfying IRPi(9%?~‘,9~). The ‘+‘- 
directions of (a), (b) and (c) are easy by Corollary 28. 
(a) For proving WN(z%~’ ) + WN(W~) we proceed by contradiction assuming 
WN(S%‘yl). Let s be counterexample of minimal rank, i.e. s E Y(B,Y) such that 
WN(s, 97) does not hold, with rank(s) minimal. The case rank(s) = 1 is impossible 
by the assumption WN(,!%?T’), Corollary 28 and the fact that 932 = 0. If rank(s) > 1 
then s has the form s = C[S~,...,S~~. If the top layer C[,...,] is white then by 
the minimal@ assumption and .3?2 = 0 we get WN(s,&?~), hence a contradiction. 
Otherwise, in the interesting case where C[, . . . , ] is black, we know by the minimality 
assumption that every si (1 <i<m) has a normal form w.r.t. WT, let us say ti. Hence, 
we get 
s = C[Sl )...) SJ ‘7 C[t1,..., tml = q Ul,... ,&I)) 
for some black context C’{, . . . , } and top white normal forms Uj w.r.t. 97. Choos- 
ing fresh variables xi,. . . , x,, injectively, i.e. with (~1,. . . , u,)co(x~, . . . ,xn), we have 
rank(C’{ni,..., xn}) = 1, hence again by the minimality assumption C/(x,,. . .,x,} can 
be reduced in WT to a normal form C"(xil , . . . ,.qp). Thus we get 
with Ui,, . . . , Ui, E NF(WF). NOW, denoting ui, by vj, it suffices to show C” (( ~1,. . . , up)) 
E NF(W7). If this were not the case then there would exist an (outer) innermost WF- 
reduction step of the form 
c” (( Vl,. . . , up) 7;: c”’ ((WC, >. . ., Vk,)) 
with 1 G kl d p, 1 < 1 d q. But then, due to the assumption IRPi (&??I, W-;“), we could 
apply Lemma 24 which would yield (denoting xi, by yj, 1 <j< p) 
C”(Yl,..., Yp) -‘“f- C”‘(Yk,,...?Yk,J~ 
But this is a contradiction to C”(yi,. . . , yp) E NF(W7). Hence in all cases we have a 
contradiction. 
(b) For proving WIN(W;“‘) =S WIN(W7) we use the same proof structure as 
for (a), but the argumentation is slightly different. Namely, (using the notations from 
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above) in the interesting case we get 
by innermost normalizing the Si to t,, 1 <:i <n. Furthermore, from 
C’{Xl ,..., x,} $r.7 C”(, ,,..., xi,) E NF(@-) 
(which we get by the minimality assumption) we obtain, using for any step the same 
rule at the same position, 
c’ {{@I 9.. .,UJ] ‘;y c” ((U&T. .,ui,j) * 
Note that all @f-reductions here are innermost steps, because otherwise we could con- 
clude, using Lemma 24 (which is applicable due to the assumption IRPi(WT1,9?r)), 
that the corresponding step in 
is a non-innermost 93?y-step. Hence we have 
NOW C” {( Ui, 7 a e a 7 tti,)> must be 9#F-irreducible by the same argument as in (a) (ex- 
ploiting again the assumption IRF’~(~J?~~, 87)). 
(c) For proving SIN(gyl) + SIN(9y) we assume SIN(9’j”‘) and show by 
contradiction that for every term s E Y(9,“Y) we have SIN(s,%?~). Consider a 
co~terex~ple which is minims w.r.t. the subterm relation, i.e. a term s which has 
an infinite innermost 937-derivation 
(D) s=:sofse;PS1~)SpfS:!f31;P... 
such that all proper subterms of s are strongly innermost terminating (w.r.t. WY). Then, 
necessarily s is a top black term with rank(s) > 1. By the minimali~ ass~ption we 
know that there is some (first) innermost ,a)ia”-step 
Sk = Ck[tl,..., &in T+ar c’ (( h,, . . . , tip)) = Sk+1 
in (D) which is a root reduction step. This implies in particular that all maximal top 
white aliens of Sk (as well as of all Sk’, k’ > k) are ~~-i~edu~ible. Hence all steps 
in 
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are outer steps. Due to the assumption IRPi(9?~‘,W~)) we may apply now Lemma 
24 and Corollary 28 which yields an infinite innermost 97’ derivation 
by injectively abstracting the maximal top white aliens by fresh variables. But this is 
a contradiction to SIN(%y’ ). 0 
4.2. Modularity results for WN, WIN and SIN 
Using the second innermost reduction property from Definition 30, we get the fol- 
lowing modularity result for weak and weak innermost termination. 
Lemma 32. Let ByI, L&T? be disjoint CTRSs and 95JS = (92~’ $ .Bp ). Then we 
have 
(a) Iw2(9&, 9) A IW(92,90 =+ [ WWWF) A WNWT) * WNgF:) I, 
(b) IRP2(W,,%?)AIRP2(9?~,~) + [WIN(Z%~)AWIN(9~) @ WIN(9P@)]. 
Proof. Let $A?FI, 5227, 92” satisfy IRP2(9?r;‘rl ,.%?). The ‘+=‘-directions of the equiv- 
alences in (a) and (b) are easy by Corollary 28. 
(a) For proving WN(%?T)A WN(gr) =+- WN(S?) we proceed by contradic- 
tion assuming WN(S?‘_Br), WN(.G@r). Let s be a counterexample of minimal rank, i.e. 
s E Y(9,Y) such that WN(s, aY) does not hold, with rank(s) minimal. The case 
rank(s) = 1 is impossible, due to the assumptions WN(PA?,F), IRF’2(&?~,%?) (for j = 
1,2). If rank(s) > 1 then s has the form s = C[sr, . . . ,s,,J with s top black w.l.o.g., 
and we know by the minimality assumption that every si (1 <i Gm) has a normal form 
w.r.t. B9, let us say ti. Hence, we get 
s = C[Sl ,..., smn -& C[t, I..., t,] = C’{{ Ui,..*,Un}} 
for some black context C’{, . . . , } and top white normal forms Uj w.r.t. aP. By as- 
sumption, we can reduce C’ {{ ~1,. . . , u,}} to some normal form w.r.t. 97, i.e. 
with C” (( Ui,, . . . , ui,)) irreducible w.r.t. +w2/w. Now, to obtain a contradiction, 
it suffices to show C” ((ui,,. . . , ui,)) E NF(gY). If this were not the case then 
C”((Ui,,..., ui,)) would be innermost -+aflz F-reducible, hence by the assumption 
IRp,(a7 ,9%?:“) it would also be (innermost) -t9y-reducible, contradicting 
C” (( Ui, 3 . . . , Ui,)) E NF(97). Hence we are done. 
(b) For proving WIN(W7’) + WIN(WF) we use the same proof structure as 
for (a), but the argumentation is slightly different. Namely, (using the notations from 
above) in the interesting case we get 
s=c[[si )...) s&+&C[tl)...) tm]=c’{{ul ,...) 2.4,)) 
I 
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by innermost normalizing the si to ti, 1 $ i <n. Furthermore, from the assumption 
WIN(ay’ ) we obtain 
C’{{l41,..~yU~}} ti:, C”((Uily.~.,Uip)) =I t 
with t in $!y normal form. Moreover, t is also W”-irreducible since otherwise, by the 
assumption IRPz( 5#!F1, BF ) we would get a contradiction to t E NF(9?F). q 
An equivalent characterization of the precondition in Lemma 32 is given by the 
normal form property NFP defined above. More precisely, we obtain the following 
result. 
Lemma 33. Let B)fl, BP be disjoint CTRSs and 9’” = (.%?~I $92~). Then we 
have 
NF(WY) = NF(Wy) n NF(Wr) H IRP~(WI, 9) A IRP2(a2, 9). 
Proof. “3”: Assuming NF(aF) = NF(sy)nNF(Wr) we have to show IRPz(~l,~) 
A IRP2(BZ, 2). Now, w.1.o.g. it suffices to show: stg,/~t + 3’ : ~79, t’. Focussing 
on the contracted redex in s, let us say at position p, we get s/p = C {{ ~1,. . . , s, 
}} tJ.,wl/* C’ (si~~~~~,sip)) = t/p with s/p irreducible w.r.t. WT. Hence, 
by +9,/B-reducibility of s and the assumption NFP(Bl, 92) we know that s/p (and 
thus also s) must also be W_B”-reducible as desired. 
“e”: Assuming IRP~(~~,W)AIRP&?Z,~) it suffices to show that NF(W$) n 
NF(gr) s NF(WF). Suppose there exists a term s E (NF(Wg)rlNF(ar) )\NF(@). 
Hence s is .!&‘Y-reducible and also WF-innermost reducible, let us say with an &!I-rule. 
Thus we have stg,/& which by IRPz(W~,~) implies stg,t’ for some t’. But this 
is a contradiction to s E NF(BF), hence we are done. 0 
Now, considering Lemma 32 above, the property IRP2(21,W) A IRPz(&$,W) does 
not yet suffice for the equivalence SIN(&?y) A SIN(Wr) @ SIN(.?J?F). To see this, 
consider the following slightly modified version of Example 19. 
Example 34. Consider the disjoint CTRSs WF’, B?p given by 
9?!, = 
xlbAxlc * a-+a 
a-+d 
over %I = {a, b,c,d} and %Z = {G,A}, respectively. Here, both &?yIUF2 and $Z$?rlUY2 
are (strongly) innermost terminating - and even (strongly) terminating (it is easily 
shown that the first WI-rule is never applicable) - but their disjoint union Ws = 
(a, kJ B’z)FlWF * is not (strongly) innermost terminating due to a t~,~g2at~,~ye,a 
Tgl,@9* . . . . Nevertheless, WI and WZ satisfy the normal form property NFP(&‘l,g2): 
NF(g’“) = NF(Wy) f? NF(Wr) or equivalently IRPz($&?I,~) A IRP2(W2,W) (since a 
is now both g’;“- and &?-reducible due the presence of the rule a + d in WI). 
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Requiring instead of IRP2(9i, B) A IRP2(9?2,%!) the stronger property IRPs(%?i, 5%) 
AIRP~(&?~,~?) accounts for this fact. 
Lemma 35. Let .S?yl, B?p be disjoint CTRSs and 9’” = (%!~I @ .4f,“Z). Then we 
have 
Proof. Let Wyl, .!Sp and Ws satisfy IRP3(%?i,g) A IRP3(&?2,%!). Now, the “err- 
direction is straightfonvard using Corollary 28. Vice versa, for proving SIN(9I’y) A SIN 
(9F) + SIN(&?) we proceed by contradiction assuming SIN(W7) and SIGN. 
Consider a minimal counterexample, i.e., an infinite innermost g9-derivation SO tap 
si 79.9 .s2 79.9 . . . such that no proper subterm of SO admits infinite innermost Wg- 
derivations. By the minimality assumption some step Sk t@Sk+i in the above deriva- 
tion must be a root reduction step, let us say using a rule from Wi. But then we 
know that all subsequent steps must also be --+ye,/g-steps. Thus, by the assumption 
IRP3(9~, W) we can conclude that Sk 7%~ Sk+1 twy Sk+2 7%;’ . . . is an infinite imrer- 
most 9?‘;“-derivation contradicting SIN(W7). 0 
Next we shall provide sufficient conditions for the innermost reduction properties 
IRPi , IRP2 and IRP3. Having again a look at Example 2 1 we see that the system %?i 
there is non-confluent and has a rule with extra variables which seems to be essential. 
And indeed, forbidding extra variables or requiring confluence turns out to be crucial 
as will be shown next. 
Lemma 36. Let WFl, 992 be disjoint CTRSs without extra variables, with .B?‘” = 
(WFl @ &?,“z). Then the innermost reduction properties IF@k(c%j,%) hold for j = 1,2 
and k = 1,2,3. 
Proof. It suffices to show the following for j = 1,2: 
This is straightforward by induction on the depth of rewriting and exploiting the absence 
of extra variables (since the step stsp,pt is innermost and due to the absence of extra 
variables we know that for verifying the conditions of the applied 9j-mle only outer 
-+j-steps are possible). q 
For the case of confluent CTRSs we need two more technical lemmas from [22]. 
Lemma 37 (cf. Middeldorp [22, Propositions 3.6 and 3.81). Let WI, 92 be two dis- 
joint conJEuent CTRSs and W = WI @ 92. Then -+I,J is confluent and 11,~ coincides 
with H&. 
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Lemma 38 (cf. Middeldorp [22, Proposition 3.131). Let !%?I, 92 be two disjoint, con- 
jluent CTRSs, W = WI @ B?2 and ~1,. . . ,s,, tl,. . . , t,, be black terms. Then, for every 
substitution o with o(si) -11.2 a(&) for i = 1,. . ., n there exists a substitution z such 
that o +;,2 z and z(si) Jp z(ti) for i = 1,. . .,n. 
Lemma 39. Let Wyl, BP be disjoint conjIuent CTRSs, with 9” = (By’ $ %?r2). 
Then the innermost reduction properties Imk($?i,a) hold for j = 1,2 and k = 1,2,3. 
Proof. It suffices to show the following for j = 1,2: 
Now consider a step stg,j& using some %!j-rule P + I -+ r with matching substi- 
tution G (which may also instantiate the extra variables in the conditions P). Hence, 
we have o(u) 1% o(v) for all conditions u J, v in P. By Lemma 37 and Lemma 38 
we obtain the existence of some substitution r with o -+;,2 z and r(u) .lg r(v) for all 
u J, v in P. Since the step stg,@ is innermost we know that O(X) is irreducible for 
all x E dam(a) n V(Z), hence G and r coincide on V(Z). Thus we get o(Z) = r(l), 
G(Y) = z(r) which implies stjt as desired. 0 
Note in particular that Theorem 31 together with Lemmas 32, 35, 36 and 39 shows 
that WN, WIN and SIN are preserved under signature extensions for confluent CTRSs 
as well as for CTRSs without extra variables. 
By combining Theorem 31 and the Lemmas 32, 35, 36 and 39 we now obtain the 
following modularity results. 
Theorem 40. Weak termination, weak innermost termination and (strong) innermost 
termination are modular properties for CTRSs without extra variables (in the con- 
ditions) and for confluent CTRSs. 
Together with Theorem 18 this implies in particular the following. 
Corollary 41. Semi-completeness is modular for CTRSs. 
4.3. Modularity results for termination and completeness 
Before turning to further modularity results concerning termination and completeness 
let us now have a look upon the fact that for disjoint CTRSs .!%?I, 92 confluence 
of W1 @ %$ implies confluence of both &?I and 32. As already mentioned this is 
straightforward for systems without extra variables but less obvious if extra variables 
are allowed. The problem is the following. Let the disjoint union W = Wi $92 of 91 
and $4& be confluent. Then we would like to show that for any black term s, whenever 
we have s -2, tl and s -& t2 (with tl, t2 necessarily black, too) then tl -2, u, 
t2 +* al u for some black term u. By confluence of gi @ &?z we know that there exists 
(a black term) u with tl -g u, tz -2 u. Now we would like to conclude that all the 
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steps in tl +i u, t2 ----a& u are &?I-steps. So, in a sense we would like to be sure that it 
is not necessary to substitute non-black terms for the extra variables of the black rules 
(in order to verify their associated, correspondingly instantiated conditions) applied in 
tl +& u, t:! -+j, u. This can indeed be proved as will be sketched now. First we need 
another technical result adapted from [22]. 
Lemma 42. Let 91, .5%?2 be disjoint CTRSs such that 92 = WI &I 92 is ca~~ue~t, and 
let s 1,. . .,% 4,. f ., tn be black terms. Then, fur every substitutive r~ with c(si) 1% g(tj) 
for i = l,..., n there exists a substitution z such that CT -t& T and Z(si) Jy z(ti) for 
i = 1,...,11. 
Proof. We omit a detailed proof here, because it is quite Iengthy and completely 
analogous to the proof of 122, Proposition 3.131, cf. Lemma 38 above (more precisely, 
Lemma 42 is obtained from [22, Proposition 3.131 by replacing -)r,~ by +W and 
accordingly, Lt,2 by LB, and assuming confluence of .@ instead of confluence of +1,2). 
Lemma 43. Let $21, $2~ be disjoint CTRSs such that 2% = WI @ $2~ is ca~~ue~t, and 
let s be a bfack term with s +%,)a t. Then s -+g, t also holds (by applying the same 
9, -rule). 
Proof. Let 91, 92, B = &?I CB B2, s and t be as above. Moreover, assume that 
Sl 1-e .,sn, t1 ,. . ., tn are the (black) condition terms of the applied Wt -rule P + i + I 
with matching substi~tion B and I .I3 c(ti) for i = 1, . . . , n. Note that - due to the 
possibility of extra variables in P - we have to take into account hat e may substitute 
non-black terms for some extra variables. Using Lemma 22 we can decompose o 
into ~1 o (72 with 01 black, 02 top white, dom(al ) 2 V( 1) and such that 02 does not 
affect the ot-instances of the left-hand side variables, i.e. 02(crt(x)) = et(x) for all 
x E Y(I). Then we would like to conclude that there exists a black substi~tion (r’ with 
Q’(Q) J.a, a’(tj) and b’(x) = (T(X) = al(x) for all x E Y(I), i.e. the substitutions (I
and (T’ may differ but only on the extra variables. Now, from Oz(gr(si)) .j,g az(al(ti)) 
we know that ol(si), al(ti) are black, hence Lemma 42 yields a substitution z with 
~2 +i;e z and r(ot(si)) 1’1 T(ol(ti)) for i = I,..., n such that by applying again Lemma 
22 we obtain a decomposition of CT~ o r into CI~ o z’ with C{ black and z’ top white 
and moreover a(x) = (rr (x) = g:(x) = ?(a{(~)) for all x E Y(a). Applying Lemma 
24 now yields r”(e~(s~)) J.T z”(ai(tj)) for every r” with z’ 0: z”. We choose z” to 
be defined by z”(x) = .a for all x E dom(z’) with z some new variable. Hence we get 
r”(o~(sj)) 17 z”(oi(ti)) with (5: o 7”) a black substitution satisfying o(x) = at(x) = 
o{(x) = z”(G{(x)) for all x E Y(Z). Since $1 is a subset of +g, we are done. This 
means that there exists a black substi~tion satisfying the conditions w.r.t. B?r which 
coincides with the original (possibly mixed) substitution CT on Y(t). El 
As straightforward consequence of Lemma 43 we obtain the following. 
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Corollary 44. Let WY), Wp be disjoint CTRSs (with extra variables in the condi- 
tions allowed) such that BP = WY1 @ BP is con$uent. Then both 9y1 and 92r 
are also conjluent. 
Let us come back now to the question under which conditions termination and 
completeness are modular for CTRSs. Combining different results enables us to prove 
the following. 
Theorem 45. Termination and completeness are modular for non-overlapping CTRSs. 
Proof. Let %‘I, 9%‘~ be two disjoint non-overlapping and terminating CTRSs. Applying 
Theorem 14 yields confluence of %i for i = 1,2. By assumption we know in particular 
that both systems are (strongly) innermost terminating. Hence, by Theorem 40 we get 
that 931 @ 92 is (strongly) innermost terminating, too. The property of being non- 
overlapping is obviously modular for CTRSs. Hence 9?t $ Wz: is (strongly) innermost 
terminating and non-overlapping. Finally, applying Theorem 15 yields (strong) termi- 
nation of 91 @ 93~ which - again by Theorem 14 - implies confluence of Wt @ ,992. 
Hence, 9%?t @IW~ is a confluent, (strongly) terminating and non-overlapping CTRS. Vice 
versa, assume that Wt ~9% is non-overlapping and terminating, hence complete. Then 
we know that both 91 and 92 are non-overlapping and terminating, hence complete 
(by Theorem 14). q 
Note that in the above proof we did not make use of the modularity of confhtence 
(Theorem 18). However, this is necessary for the case of conditional overlay systems. 
Theorem 46. Termination and completeness are modular for conditional overlay sys- 
tems with joinable critical pairs. 
Proof. Let ,931, 932 be two disjoint terminating, conditional overlay systems with join- 
able critical pairs. Applying Theorem 14 yields confluence of %i for i = 1,2. By as- 
sumption we know in particular that both systems are (strongly) innermost terminating. 
Hence, by Theorem 40 we get that &?t @ 932 is (strongly) innermost terminating, too. 
The property of being a conditional overlay system is obviously modular for CTRSs. 
Hence Wt @192 is a (strongly) innermost terminating, conditional overlay system. Now, 
in order to be able to apply Theorem 16 for inferring (strong) termination of 9, @ 92 
we need to establish joinability of all (conditional) critical pairs of $31 63 gz. Since 
both 331 and 3~ are confluent we know by Theorem 18 that Wt $9~ is confluent, too. 
Hence, in particular, all critical pairs of Wt @%?z must be joinable. Applying Theorem 
16 now yields that Wt @ 932 is a (strongly) terminating and confluent conditional over- 
lay system (with joinable critical pairs, of course). Conversely, assume that Wt @ 92 
is a conditional overlay system with joinable critical pairs which is terminating, hence 
confluent and complete. Then we know that both %?t and $39~2 are terminating condi- 
tional overlay systems. By Corollary 44 confluence of $!%?I@ 93~ implies confluence of 
both 931 and 992 (hence in particular also joinability of critical pairs). 0 
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4.4. Further extensions and counterexamples 
Note that - compared to the unconditional case - the proofs of Theorem 45 and 
Theorem 46 are more complicated. As pointed out above, one additional complication 
is due to the fact that some basic properties which are trivial for unconditional TRSs 
become non-trivial for CTRSs. 
4.4. f. On non-modularity of WCR cand JCP 
Another reason consists in the fact that, in contrast o the unconditional case, both 
local confluence and joinability of all critical pairs are not modular for CTRSs in 
general. 
Example 47 (~idde~dor~ [22]). Consider the disjoint CTRSs 
(b-+a 
xlz~zlY+-f(4Y)-+x 922 = b-c 
x LzAz 1 Y =+ f(x,r) -+ Y c+b 
c-rd 
It is easy to show that both 31 and 9’~ are locally confluent (cf. [22]) - 31 is even 
confluent - and hence have joinable critical pairs. But the only (conditional) critical 
pair of .@!I, namely 
is not joinable in 3 = Wi @ .%z since we have f(a,d) --+w a and f(a,d) -+3p d, due 
to a IW b 1% d (the extra variable z here is substituted by b), but not a l~ d. This 
means that W is neither locally confluent nor has joinable critical pairs. 
Note that extra variables are not essential for the existence of such counterexamples. 
To see this consider the following modified version of Example 47. 
Example 48. Let 9& be as above and Wi be given by 
Again it is easy to show that both &?i and 92 are locally confluent and hence have 
joinable critical pairs. But the only (conditional) critical pair of 91, namely 
is not joinable in W := k?& @ 6%‘~ since we have f(a, b, d) -+s a and f(a, b, d) +g d, 
due to a Jg b ./9g d, but not a Jg d. 
Note that in Examples 47 and 48 above the CTRS &?2 is not (strongly) innermost 
terminating. But requiring SIN is still not sufhcient for guaranteeing modularity of JCP 
as can be seen from the following example. 
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Example 49. Let .9y1, .CJfp be given by 
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/ 
g(b) + g(c) 
g(c) + cl(b) 
g(b) + lJ 
XlZAZlY + f(XAY) --tx 92 = < g(c) -+ d 
x IZAZ 1 y * f(x,z,y> -+ Y b+e 
c -+ e’ 
g(e) ---) u 
, g(e’) -+ d 
over 9, = {f} and 92 = {g,a, b,c,d,e,e’}, respectively. Here, both 92~’ and 9Fr 
are locally confluent, have joinable critical pairs, no extra variables and are (strongly) 
innermost terminating (note that the critical steps in 92, namely g(b) -+ g(c) and 
g(c) -+ g(b), are non-innermost). But their disjoint union &? = 92yI $ 92p does 
neither satisfy JCP(gF) nor WCR(.@fl)), since we have e.g. a +,g~ f(a,g(b),d) +%F 
d (due to a L%.F g(b) &F d) but not a J%F d. 
These counterexamples indicate that it is not easy to find reasonable sufficient con- 
ditions for the modularity of JCP and WCR (which do not imply modularity of CR). 
This corresponds somehow to the well-known fact that - in contrast to the situation for 
unconditional TRSs - joinability of (all) critical pairs, local confluence and confluence 
cannot be neatly disentangled from each other in the conditional case (cf. [4]). 
4.4.2. Semantic versions of non-overlapping and overlay CTRSs 
An obvious question arising from Theorems 45 and 46 is whether these results 
do also hold for the more general semantic versions of the properties of being non- 
overlapping and being an overlay system (see Remark 8). This is indeed the case as 
we will show below. 
Definition 50. A CTRS 9 is said to be semantically non-overlapping (SEM-NO) if 
all its critical pairs are infeasible. 92 is said to be a (conditional) semantic overlay 
system (SEM-OS) if all its feasible critical pairs are critical overlays, i.e. are obtained 
by overlapping rules at root position. 
Clearly, a (syntactically) non-overlapping CTRS is semantically non-overlapping too, 
but not vice versa in general. Analogously, a (syntactical) overlay CTRS is a semantic 
overlay system but not vice versa in general. 
Note that the syntactical versions of the properties of being non-overlapping and of 
being an overlay system can be easily tested (for finite systems) whereas establish- 
ing their semantic versions may be very difficult. The reason is that e.g. for proving 
SEM-NO for some CTRS 92 one has to show that all (conditional) critical pairs of 9 
are infeasible. But this is undecidable in general. 
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Furthermore note that, considering single CTRSs, it is fairly obvious to see that 
most results which depend on the property of being non-overlapping or being an over- 
lay system do not only hold for the usual syntactical but also for the more gen- 
eral semantic versions of these properties. In particular, this applies to Theorems 15 
and 16. 
But concerning preservation properties of combined systems the situation is quite 
different and considerably more complicated as we shall see. 
First let us note that - in contrast to OS - the property SEM-OS is not modular as 
witnessed by the following example. 
Example 51. Consider the disjoint CTRSs 
{ 
xlbAxJc* a+a G&y) + x 
92, = L22 = 
x~bAx~c*f(a)-+a %Y) + y. 
Here we have SEM-OS(9j) for j = 1,2 as is easily shown (note that &i has no feasible 
critical pair). But the disjoint union WI @ 92 has the critical pair x l b AX 1 c + 
(f(a) = a) (b e ween the first and the second &?I-rule) which is feasible (by replacing t 
the extra variable x by G(b,c)) but not an overlay. Hence, SEM-OS(9?!i @ gz) does 
not hold. 
Note that Example 48 above shows that SEM-OS A JCP is also not modular for CTRSs 
(even without extra variables). The corresponding problem for the non-overlapping 
property remains open. Actually, we do do not know whether SEM-NO and SEM-NO A 
JCP are modular or not. But SEM-OS A CR turns out to be modular as well as 
SEM-NO A CR. 
Lemma 52. SEM-OS A CR is a modular property of CTRSs. 
Proof. Let .%?)-;“I, B?p be disjoint CTRSs with SEM-OS(!@‘) and CR($‘) for j = 
12 Let%Yfl=&i$W9z 3 . 1 2 . By Theorem 18 we know CR(B9). Now, for a proof by 
contradiction assume that SEM-OS(.@) does not hold. Thus there exists a critical pair 
P * (s = t) in 9% which is not an overlay and feasible w.r.t. B9. Assume further 
w.1.o.g. that P + (.s = t) is a critical pair between two Wi-rules. By SEM-OS(%?y’ ) 
we know that P + (s = t) is infeasible w.r.t. 97’. Hence, for all Yi -substitutionsa 
(i.e.with a(x) E Y(pi,V”) for every x E dam(o)) we have 1(0(P) la,). But there 
exists some mixed (9-1 uF~)-substitution cr with o(P) la. Applying Lemma 37 yields 
o(u) _1t,2 (T(V) for all u 1 v in P. Since u and v are black terms we conclude by Lemma 
42 that there exists some substitution z with 0 -+T,2 r such that z(u) _17 r(v) holds for 
all u 1 v in P. Lemma 22 yields a decomposition of r into ~2 o zi with zi black, 
z2 top white and r~(ri (u)) 17 z~(r, (v)) for all u I o in P. From Lemma 24 we get 
r’(ri(u)) Lp z’(zi(u)) for every r’ satisfying Q c( r’ and every u L v in P. We choose 
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now r’ to be defined by r’(x) = z for every x E dom(zz) with z some new variable. 
Thus r” = r’ o r1 is a black substitution with z”(u) l: r”(u) for all u J, zi in P. But 
this means that the critical pair P + (s = t) is feasible w.r.t. &??I. Hence we have 
a contradiction. 
Vice versa, for 9?? = 97’ @ 9: with SEM-OS(9Y) and CR(gP) we obtain 
CR(%?Fl) for j = 1,2 by Corollary 44. Finally, SEM-OS(%?F) for j = 1,2 follows 
from SEM-OS(a) (since feasibility is monotonic w.r.t. signature extensions). 0 
Similarly we obtain the following result. 
Lemma 53. SEM-NO A CR is a modular property of CTRSs. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 52. q 
Combining Lemmas 53 and 52 with (the generalized semantic version of) Theorem 
16 we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 54. 
of CTRSs. 
Both SEM-NO A SIN and SEM-OS A CR A SIN are modular properties 
Theorem 55. Completeness is modular for semantically non-overlapping CTRSs as 
well as for semantic (conditional) overlay systems. 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the preservation behavior of the discussed properties 
of CTRSs under signature extensions and under disjoint unions. We recall that the 
abbreviation NEV stands for the property of CTRSs to have no extra variables in 
the conditions (remember that extra variables on right-hand sides are forbidden by 
definition). 
Table 1 
Preservation properties of CTRSs under signature extensions 
Property 
SN 
CR 
wN 
WN A NEV 
WN A CR 
WN 
WIN A NEV 
WINACR 
SIN 
SIN A NEV 
SIN A CR 
Is preserved? Reason/reference 
+ Lemma 29 
+ 1221 
- Example 20 
+ Theorem 40 
+ Theorem 40 
- Example 20 
+ Theorem 40 
+ Theorem 40 
_ Example 21 
+ Theorem 40 
+ Theorem 40 
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Table 2 
Modufarity properties of CTRSs 
Property Is modular? Reason/reference 
SN 
CR 
WN A NEV 
WN A CR 
WIN A NEV 
WINACR 
SIN A NEV 
SIN A CR 
WCR 
WCR A OS 
JCP 
JCP A OS 
JCP A OS A NEV 
JCP A SIN 
JCP A SIN A NEV 
SN A CR 
SN A CR A NO 
SN A CR A OS 
NO 
OS 
SEM-NO 
SEM-NO A JCP 
SEM-OS 
SEM-NO A CR 
SEM-OS A CR 
SN A CR A SEM-NO 
SN A CR A SEM-OS 
+ 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
“I- 
? 
? 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
[311 
P21 
Theorem 40 
Theorem 40 
Theorem 40 
Theorem 40 
Theorem 40 
Theorem 40 
Example 47 ([22]) 
Example 47 ([22]) 
Example 47 ([22]) 
Example 47 (1221) 
Example 48 
Example 49 
Example 49 
~321 
Theorem 45 
Theorem 46 
trivial 
trivial 
Example 51 
Lemma 53 
Lemma 52 
Theorem 55 
Theorem 55 
5. Combined CTRSs with shared constructors 
Let us now investigate whether the results obtained can be generalized to non-disjoint 
unions of CTRSs which is important from a practical point of view. More precisely, 
we consider constructor sharing combinations (combined systems which share at most 
constructors), i.e. CTRSs where the respective sets of left-hand side root symbols (the 
~~~~e~ symbols) are disjoint. Such combinations have been introduced by Kurihara 
and Ohuchi [ 151 and studied subsequently by many authors. Slightly less general are 
combinations of constructor systems (with disjoint sets of defined symbols) considered 
in Middeldorp and Toyama [23] (for unconditional TRSs) and Middeldorp [21] (for 
CTRSs). 
Since the proofs of many modularity results for the disjoint union case mainly rely 
on the Zayered structure of terms and on the rank decreasing~ess property of reduction 
in the combined system, most of these results also carry over to constructor sharing 
combinations when taking into account the additional phenomenon that layer collapses 
are not only caused by collapsing rules (i.e. rules with a variable as right-hand side) 
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but also by constructor-lifting rules (i.e. rules with a constructor as right-hand side 
root symbol). 
We show now that the main results of the previous section indeed carry over to con- 
structor sharing combinations. For the preservation results under signature extensions 
there is nothing to do. The abstract criteria for the preservation of the restricted termina- 
tion properties WN, WIN and SIN (cf. Theorem 3 1) also easily carry over. Modularity 
of WN, WIN and SIN for constructor-sharing combinations without extra variables is 
easy too. But, unfortunately, the other modularity results in the disjoint union case, in 
particular for termination and completeness, make essential use of the preservation of 
confluence. And it is well-known that for constructor-sharing combinations confluence 
may get lost, even in the unconditional case. 
Example 56 (Kurihara and Ohuchi [15]). Consider the disjoint TRSs 
> and 9% = { d+c(d)} 
which share the constructor c. Both systems are clearly confluent but their combination 
is not, since e.g. the term f(d,d) has two distinct normal forms a and b. 
This problem is due to the fact that in the combined system a term need not have 
a preserved reduct, i.e. a reduct with a stable layer structure. This property turned out 
to be crucial (and was easily verified) in the simplified proof of Toyama’s theorem 
[13] stating that confluence is modular for disjoint unions of (unconditional) TRSs. By 
guaranteeing the existence of preserved reducts, the proof of [13] essentially carries 
over to constructor-sharing combinations of TRSs as recognized by Ohlebusch [26]. 
One straightfonvard criterion to ensure the crucial preservation property property is to 
require weak normalization of the involved TRSs which implies the modularity of semi- 
completeness for constructor sharing TRSs [26]. The preservation property was already 
implicitly used by Middeldorp [20,22] for proving modularity of confluence for disjoint 
unions of CTRSs. By combining this proof structure of [20] with [26] Ohlebusch 
recently succeeded in proving the modularity of semi-completeness for constructor- 
sharing CTRSs [28]. The latter result now enables us to extend our modularity criteria 
for termination and completeness of CTRSs from disjoint unions to constructor sharing 
combinations too. This will be exhibited now. First let us fix the extended setting. 
Definition 57. Let gY, Wyl, 92p be CTRSs. 
(1) The set 9 of dejined function symbols of BP is given by 9 = {root(Z) 1 SI 4 
t1 A.. . A s, J, tn + 1 + r E gy”), the set ‘% of constructors (or constructor function 
symbols) by % = F\9. Terms containing no defined function symbols are constructor 
terms. 
(2) B);“\, 9p are called constructor-sharing if they share at most constructors, i.e. 
if 91 n F2 = 92 n 91 = 8. In this case, their union .%?!” = (91 U ~~)~1uF2 is called 
the combined CTRS with shared constructors (%I n %72). A property P of CTRSs is 
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called modular for constructor-sharing CTRSs if for all constructor-sharing CTRSs 
B?i, 992 their union 6%i U &?z has the property P if and only if both 9?i and 992 have 
the property P. 
(3) 9 F is a conditional constructor system if all arguments of left-hand sides of 
rules in W are constructor terms. 
Subsequently, we tacitly assume that a?, i = 1,2, are constructor-sharing CTRSs 
with corresponding sets Wi and 9i of cons~ctors and defined function symbols, re- 
spectively. Reduction in the combined system 99’” = (91 U %?~)~1”~2 is denoted by 
-f9 or simply -+. 
The following colour scheme has turned out to be useful for enhancing readability 
of statements about the combined system. 
Definition 58. Function symbols from 91 \ (Vi n 9?~) are called black , those from 
92 \ (Vi n Wz) white. Sh are d constructors (i.e. the function symbols of Vi f? Vz) and 
variables are considered to be transparent. A black (white) term does not contain white 
(black) symbols. A transparent term contains only shared constructors and variables. 
A term is called top black (top white, top-transparent) if its root symbol is black 
(white, transparent). 
Note that according to this colour scheme black (white) terms are pure F(F,, V)- 
terms (Y(Ft-2, V’)-terms), i.e. without lunction symbols from 9-2 (Yi). This is only 
slightly different from defining a function symbol to be black (white, transparent) if 
it is from 5% = F_t \ Vi (9% = 82 \ 692, gi U %$) but has some subtle advantages 
when generalizing constructor sharing systems to composable ones where a common 
rule part is allowed, too (cf. [27]). 
For representing terms in the combined system we adapt the notations from the 
disjoint union case. 
Definition 59. Let s = C[sl, . . . , s,] for some (non-empty) context C[, . . . ,]. If s is top 
transparent, and si top black or top white, for i = 1,. . . , n, we write s = C’o[si, . . ,sJ. 
If s is top black (top white), and si top white (top black), for i = 1,. . . , n, we write 
s = CQS ,,.. .,sJ (s = cwI[si ,...) s,J). These notations generalize in a straightforward 
way to ‘degenerate’ cases of context representations (cf. Section 2.1). 
Definition 60. The rank of a top black term s is defined by 
rank(s) = 
1 ifs is black, 
I + max{rank(si) / 1 z$ i <n} ifs = Cb[si,...,s,J 
(and analogously for s top white). Ifs is top transparent then its rank is defined by 
rank(s) = 
{ 
0 if s is transparent, 
max(rank(si) 1 <i <n} ifs = C?[si,...,sJ. 
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Definition 61. For a top black term s = Cb [si, . . . ,s,J, if s + t by reducing one of 
the sj’s then this step is called an inner step which is denoted by s 5 t (analogously 
for s top white). For a top transparent term s = C’[si ,...,sJ, ifs -+ t then t must be 
of the form t = C’[s1,...,sj_l,tj,sj+l,..., s,] for some tj. In this case the step s 4 t 
is inner (again denoted by s -‘, t) if Sj L tj, and outer (denoted by s 5 t) if Sj $ tj. 
Using these conventions the relations --+I, +2 and 41,~ of Definition 23 extend to the 
constructor-sharing case in the obvious way. 
After these preliminary considerations and adaptations of the terminology for 
constructor-sharing combinations we are prepared to carry over the main results from 
the disjoint union case. As already mentioned, for the preservation results under sig- 
nature extensions there is nothing to do. First we observe that Lemmas 22, 24 and 
27 carry over easily using the same proof structure as before. Concerning the abstract 
modularity criteria for weak normalization (WN), weak innermost normalization (WIN) 
and strong innermost normalization (SIN) we remark that Definition 30 carries over to 
constructor-sharing CTRSs directly. Now it is straightforward to verify that the Lem- 
mas 32, 33, 35 and 36 extend to the constructor-sharing case too, using the same proof 
structures and essentially the same arguments, respectively. In particular we note that 
for the additional case of a top transparent term s = C’[si , . . . ,s,], s is WN (WIN, 
SIN) w.r.t. the combined system if and only if all its maximal aliens si, . ,s, are 
so. This is simply due to the fact there are no rules applicable in s in the topmost 
transparent layer (which consists of constructors and variables, only). And moreover, 
any innermost step in some si is also innermost in s. Hence, as for disjoint unions, 
combining these extended results we obtain the following first modularity result for 
constructor-sharing CTRSs. 
Theorem 62. Weak termination, weak innermost termination and strong innermost 
termination are modular for constructor-sharing CTRS without extra variables (in 
the conditions of the rules). 
For extending the other results, however, which rely on the modularity of confluence 
for disjoint unions of CTRSs, we need the following recent results of Ohlebusch [28]. 
Lemma 63 (Ohlebusch [28], extended version of Lemma 37). If We’, BP are semi- 
complete constructor-sharing CTRSs then +I,J is semi-complete and -11,~ coincides 
with ~2. 
Lemma 64 (Ohlebusch [28], extended version of Lemma 38). Let B-;“‘, &!p be 
constructor-sharing CTRSs such that +I, 2 is semi-complete. Let ~1,. . . , s,, tl, . . . , t,, 
be black terms. If o is a substitution with o with o(si) 11,~ o(ti) for i = 1,. . . ,n then 
a--+(&) -+p a’(ti) for i = 1,. . . ,n (where o+ denotes the corresponding normalized 
substitution w.r. t. +1,2. i.e. for all x E dam(a), a+(x) is the unique normal form of 
x W.Y. t. -1,~ which exists due to semi-completeness of -+1,2). 
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This enables us to prove the following adapted version of Lemma 39. 
Lemma 65. Let %?yl, Kc2 be semi-cam~lete constructor-sharing CTRSs. Then the 
(adapted) innermost reduction properties Iwk(gj, 9') hold for j = 1,2 and k = 1,2,3. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 39 using Lemmas 63, 64 instead 
of Lemmas 37, 38. 0 
Now the adapted second part of Theorem 40 reads as follows. 
Theorem 66. Weak termination, weak innermost termination and (strong) innermost 
termination are modubr for constructor-sharing semi-complete CTRSs. 
Proof. S~aightfo~~d by combining the adapted versions of Theorem 31 and of the 
Lemmas 32, 35 with Lemma 65 above (note that for the less interesting direction of 
these modularity results we also tacitly make use of Corollary 28). cl 
The ‘semi-completeness part’ of Theorem 66 is already subsumed by the following 
main result of Ohlebusch [28]. 
Theorem 67 (Ohlebusch [ZS]). Semi-completeness is modular for constructor-sharing 
CTRSs. 
This latter result now permits to generalize our modula~ty criteria for te~ination 
and completeness in Section 4 from the disjoint union case to constructor-sharing com- 
binations. 
Theorem 68 (generalized version of Theorem 45). Termination and completeness are 
modular for constructor-sharing non-overlapping CTRSs. 
Proof. Straightforward by combining Theorems 14, 15, 66 and 67 (as well as Corollary 
28). 0 
Theorem 69. Termination and completene.~.~ are modular for constructor-~~haring con- 
ditiona~ overlay systems with joinab~e critical pairs. 
Proof. Straightforward by combining Theorems 14, 16, 66 and 67. cl 
By a similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 52 (which itself does not extend 
to the constmctor-sh~ng case, cf. Example 56 above), but exploiting additionally the 
modularity of semi-completeness and the mentioned related technical results, it is easy 
to show that Theorems 68 and 69 also hold for the semantic versions of the properties 
of being non-overlapping and being an overlay system. 
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6. Discussion, related work and open problems 
Our results above and the counterexamples falsifying a couple of quite obvious 
and tempting conjectures demonstrate once more the inherent complexity and intri- 
cacy of CTRSs. Allowing extra variables in the conditions gives rise to some addi- 
tional complications and phenomena. We have also seen that termination and con- 
fluence properties of CTRSs depend on each other in a very subtle manner. Com- 
pared to unconditional TRSs the compositional behavior of CTRSs under disjoint 
unions and even under signature extensions has turned out to be much more com- 
plicated (cf. e.g. Example 21). In particular, the properties of having (only) joinable 
critical pairs (JCP), being locally confluent (WCR) and being weakly, weakly in- 
nermost and (strongly) innermost erminating (WN, WIN and SIN, respectively) are 
in general not preserved under disjoint unions, in contrast o the unconditional ease. 
An additional complication for the constructor-sharing case is the well-known fact 
that confluence is no longer modular in general, but fortunately semi-completeness, 
The latter result enabled us to generalize our main results, namely modularity of 
completeness for non-overlapping and overlay CTRSs, to the constructor-sharing 
case too. 
In the presentation we have focussed on join CTRSs which - from an operational 
point of view - is the most interesting type. It needs some further investigations (but 
should not be too difficult) to find out which of our results do also hold for semi- 
equational CTRSs. Note for instance, that the counterexample 21 does not work any- 
more for the semi-equational case. 
Finally we would like to mention that Middeldorp [2l] has obtained some closely 
related results. He showed in [21] that semi-completeness and completeness are pre- 
served under combinations of conditional constructor systems (with disjoint sets of 
defined function symbols) without extra variables, and conjectured that this should 
also hold for systems with extra variables allowed. Theorems 67 and 69 above show 
that this is indeed the case, even in a slightly more general form (the systems need 
not be constructor systems). But, in order to be more precise, the main results of 
[21] do even hold for composable conditional constructor systems where the rules 
for some defined symbols may be shared. Hence, it still remains to be investigated 
whether semi-completeness and completeness are modular for the corresponding slightly 
more general case of comp~sab~~ CTRSs which may share ~onstmcto~ and must 
share all defining rules for some defined function symbol whenever that symbol is 
shared (cf. [27,16] for some recent results on composable (C)TRSs). This seems 
to be plausible but may be technically tedious to achieve. From a practical appli- 
cability point of view it seems to be more useful to investigate which properties 
are preserved under certain hierarchical combinations of CTRSs where one system 
may refer to defined symbols of the other one but not vice versa. Various results 
in this direction have been obtained in [ 17,2, l&8,6] but mainly for unconditional 
TRSs. 
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